
HIGHSPEED 
CAMERA SYSTEMS 
Track processes?  
It's quick and easy!
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HIGH-SPEED CAMERA SYSTEMS
FOR PROCESS TRACKING
SIMPLE ANALYSIS OF FAST INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 

In many areas of industry that employ short cycle times, fast-running processes ensure 
reduced processing times and, thus, a high productivity. But what happens if an error 
or malfunction creeps into an application, the cause of which cannot be determined or 
simply cannot be reproduced due to the high process speed? 

Production comes to a standstill, costs rise and – in the worst case – the result is com-
plete scrap. Moreover, time is pressing, as the cause of the error must be determined as 
quickly as possible, especially if downstream production processes could be affected by 
the problem.

Another challenge is optimizing fast-running processes in a sustainable manner to in-
crease production output and thereby gain the decisive boost in productivity. This is no 
easy task if the details of a production sequence on a system cannot be followed with the 
naked eye and over a predefined time period.

SOLVE PROBLEMS SYSTEMATICALLY, INCREASE POTENTIAL  
SUSTAINABLY!
With the high-speed camera systems of the OC29 series (monochrome or color) from 
ipf electronic, you can track fast-running processes and thereby quickly determine the 
cause of possible error sources with little effort through a simple, targeted analysis. Or 
your productivity is simply increased by now truly identifying the decisive potentials in 
fast-running processes. The camera systems can communicate with common controls. 
This puts you in the position to automate process observation and then isolate faults 
using PLC controls or identify other optimization possibilities in a more targeted manner. 

Scan the QR code and learn about the performance capability of the systems from ipf 
electronic! 
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COMPACT, SIMPLE, FAST, EFFICIENT
REDUCE STANDSTILLS, INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

INTUITIVE FOR THE OPERATOR
Make it easy for yourself! The OC29 series from ipf electronic consists of extremely com-
pact industrial cameras which can be mounted nearly anywhere and can be used for pro-
cess analysis. Thanks to the specially developed, user-friendly and – moreover – cost-free 
software, the systems can be used immediately without extensive training. Images are 
transferred to a PC or laptop directly via USB 3.0. The recordings can then be processed 
immediately. All basic functions necessary for a targeted process analysis are directly avail- 
able via the intuitive user interface. If necessary, additional functions can be displayed 
and used.

AUTOMATE INSTEAD OF INVESTING TIME
The systems of the OC29 series can communicate with the current controls from Beck-
hoff, Siemens and B&R to start or stop a recording or to transmit signal states of a control 
in the recording via Ethernet or digital I/Os. The corresponding address of the control is 
selected in the basic settings. With up to three trigger variables, recording can be started, 
stopped and if recording to a circular buffer – switched to stand-by. Signal recording can 
be used to record up to three signals of data types bool, integer or double and to integrate 
them in the video image.
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TARGETED ANALYSIS
Are your processes too fast to recognize malfunc- 
tions? The OC29 record fast-running processes 
and help to easily and systematically identify the 
causes.

VALUABLE TIME  
SAVINGS
Does your system produce NOK parts, thereby 
slowing down production processes? The OC29 
support you here in quickly rectifying errors, allo-
wing you to put your systems back into operation 
in the shortest time.

SUSTAINABLE  
OPTIMIZATION
Is your productivity dropping because processes 
are not running optimally? The OC29 offer you 
the possibility to better identify potentials for 
process optimizations to increase output in a sus-
tainable way.

NOTICEABLE COST  
REDUCTION
Are your systems frequently at a standstill due to 
faulty processes? The OC29 ensure high system 
availability through shorter standstill times and, 
thus, an optimum utilization rate while simulta-
neously reducing costs.
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HIGHLIGHTS
 I  Fast availability: easy installation and plug&play connections

 I Easy to get started: user-friendly software with intuitive user interface

 I Significant time savings: optimized process analysis with little training effort

 I Clear cost savings: low hardware costs (standard PC or laptop, camera with C-mount lens 
thread, free software), simple and fast process analysis

 I Intelligent additional functions: Sensor- or PLC-controlled recording behavior 

TWO SYSTEMS WITH CONVINCING CHARACTERISTICS 
VISIBLE RESULTS IN A VERY SHORT TIME

Single image, sharp and in focusMotion blur

ADVANTAGES
 I Observe and analyze processes in a targeted manner

 I Easily identify faults with little effort

 I Reduce system standstills to a minimum

 I Noticeably reduce scrap or avoid it completely

 I Effectively increase productivity

 I Sustainably optimize cycle time

 I Efficiently minimize set-up times
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RECORDING FUNCTIONS
READY FOR USE IN JUST A FEW STEPS

The frame rates of the cameras (images per 
second) can be defined in increments of 50 for 
adapting to the recording situation. The came-
ras also offer the possibility for higher frame  
rates (reduced resolution). Color cameras can 
be toggled between black/white and color 
mode.

Through the easy-to-use software interface with its clearly arranged switching elements, 
the OC29 are immediately ready to use in just a few steps. For recording, select between 
"recording time" and "circular buffer".

The OC29 offer two recording modes.
Recording time: Once started, the camera re-
cords for the previously selected time.
Circular buffer: Recording occurs in continuous 
mode. Upon reaching the set time, the oldest 
images of the recording are overwritten.

The primary brightness setting is performed di-
rectly on the camera lens. Fine adjustments can 
easily be made using software through electro-
nic amplification or the exposure time of the 
camera chip. 

Image height and width can be set flexibly to 
optimize the image cropping and the achiev- 
able frame rates. The rotate image option (ro-
tate the camera images in increments of 90°) 
also ensures maximum flexibility during camera 
installation on-site. 
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PLAYBACK FUNCTIONS
DIRECTLY VIEW, ANALYZE AND FURTHER PROCESS RESULTS

After recording, the results are immediately available in playback mode. Current recor-
dings can thereby be immediately viewed, analyzed in detail and, if necessary, further 
processed with an "edit function" to obtain only the relevant parts of a recording.

Recordings can be viewed immediately, where-
by the playback speed can be adjusted using a 
slider. The "maximum view" option is used for 
optimum image display.

An edit function offers the option to adapt 
recordings individually. The relevant parts 
of the recording can thereby be processed 
and, for example, passed on to other per-
sons.

While a recording is being played back, the individual image mode can 
be activated with the "start/pause" button. The recording can be played 
image by image (forward and backward) by pressing the button.

The sequence bar always pro- 
vides an exact overview of the 
current playback point; this can 
also be moved with the mouse 
during playback. 

Compare recordings. Using the software, up to four 
recordings can be displayed simultaneously and com-
pared with one another. The playback points can be 
adjusted here individually (even during playback) and 
synchronized with one another.
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SHARING, SAVING AND EXPORTING
SIMPLE COLLABORATION AND CONTINUOUS DOCUMENTATION

With the OC29, the created recordings can easily be shared with others or stored for 
continuous documentation. The system offers multiple options for doing this: Saving in 
recording slots or export the recording to a video file.

The recording slots enable fast, convenient 
work with the recordings using the highest pos-
sible image quality. 

The path to the recording slots can either 
be left set to "default" or a separate stora-
ge location defined with "custom".

The video export creates a file in avi format that is 
suitable for sending via email or that can be used 
for documenting the recordings. All additional 
information relevant to the recording (e.g., time 
stamp, signals from sensors) are also permanently 
stored when saving and exporting the video.
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Speed  
3000 images/s
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE

IMPRESSIVE IN PRACTICE 
COST-OPTIMIZED PROCESS ANALYSIS SYSTEMATICALLY AUTOMATED

In a metalworking company, universal joints of cardan shafts are machined on a rotary 
transfer machine and are rotated by 90° to various positions for this purpose. For the rota-
tion, a turning unit approaches the universal joint holder, grips the workpiece, pulls it out of 
the holder by moving back, rotates the joint 90° and then returns it to the holder. To ensure 
that a universal joint is securely seated in the receiver, a retaining clamp is located at one 
of the two holding points for the joint pins. Some of these retaining clamps were damaged 
from time to time. Due to the high processing speed of the turning unit, however, it was 
not possible to identify the reason. The company therefore decided to install a high-speed 
camera from ipf electronic.

To record the turning process for an analysis that is both simple as well as targeted, the ca-
mera was connected to the PLC of the rotary transfer machine and coupled to the function 
of the turning unit. Recording began as soon as this unit approached the universal joint 
holder and stopped exactly when the joint, now rotated 90°, was placed back in the holder. 
This allowed the process to be observed in an automated manner, the individual sequences 
stored and the error source then very precisely analyzed. The problem was found within a 
short time: Due to the high dynamics of the gripper when rotating in the turning station, 
the universal joint shifted adversely such that when placed back in the holder, the retaining 
clamp bent. The problem could be rectified by optimizing the gripper and a permanent 
solution thereby found – easily, quickly, efficiently and affordably. 
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Every call is important! When you contact our technical hotline, you speak to experienced 
employees who will answer your questions competently and conscientiously. Our goal is 
to provide you with comprehensive and individual advice around the clock. Our expert 
team of in-house trained personnel are here to support you. 
You can also contact your personal applications consultant in our Sales department. At ipf 
electronic, we work together very closely so that we are able to react quickly, competent-
ly and reliably to your specific query.

In almost all industrial applications, problems are becoming ever more complex and va-
ried. Solutions to these problems often require external expertise. You will find this ex-
pertise together with a high level of specialist and problem-solving competence at ipf 
electronic. We are happy to discuss tasks which may seem small with you. For us, this is 
a matter of course. 

ipf electronic is a renowned supplier of industrial sensor technology and a reliable part-
ner. No customer query is ignored and no on-site customer appointment is missed. Our 
extremely broad range of products will convince you.

Diversity, expertise, consultation and flexibility:
This is ipf electronic‘s recipe for success.

EFFICIENT ADVICE ON ALL MATTERS
PERSONAL SERVICE AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ON SITE
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ipf electronic gmbh
 
Kalver Straße 25 - 27  
58515 Lüdenscheid 
Germany

Tel  +49 2351 9365-0 
Fax +49 2351 9365-19
info@ipf.de • www.ipf.de

ipf vertrieb deutschland gmbh
niederlassung nord 
Kirchenstraße 16 
21224 Rosengarten 
Germany

Tel  +49 4108 4189-0 
Fax +49 4108 4189-19
nord@ipf.de

ipf vertrieb deutschland gmbh
niederlassung mitte
Römerweg 25 
58513 Lüdenscheid 
Germany

Tel  +49 2351 4103-2 
Fax +49 2351 9365-917
mitte@ipf.de

ipf vertrieb deutschland gmbh
niederlassung süd 
Flöschgasse 41  
78647 Trossingen 
Germany

Tel  +49 7425 94005-0 
Fax +49 7425 94005-19
sued@ipf.de

ipf electronic gmbh
export division 
Kalver Straße 25 - 27  
58515 Lüdenscheid 
Germany

Tel  +49 2351 9365-0 
Fax +49 2351 9365-19
export@ipf-electronic.com
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